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Abstract 
A model is described for cortical simple cells. Simple cells are selective for local contrast 
polarity, signaling light-dark and dark-light transitions. The proposed new architecture ex-
hibits both linear and non-linear properties of simple cells. Linear responses are obtained 
by integration of the input stimulus within subfields of the cells 1 and by combinations of 
them. Non-linear behavior can be seen in the selectivity for certain features that can be 
characterized by the spatial arrangement of activations generated by initial on- and off-cells 
(center-surround). The new model also exhibits spatial frequency selectivity with the genera-
tion of multi-scale properties being based on a single-scale band-pass input that is generated 
by the initial (retinal) center-surround processing stage. 
1. Introduction 
Although the stimulus-response properties of cells at early stages of visual processing (along the 
retina-cortical pathway) have been investigated successfully, the underlying mechanisms as well 
as their functionality arc by now not fully understood. For example, the generation of orientation 
selectivity in cortical simple cells is still a matter of debate. The same holds for the mechanisms 
underlying the measurement of local contrast. 
In this paper, we introduce a neural circuit that attempts to clarify several important prop-
erties of simple cells. The model is derived from well documented experimental results as well 
as previous computational studies. Specifically, the new model i) makes explicit local contrast 
changes of specific polarity; ii} shows linear and non-linear response properties producing se-
lectivity to certain feature-like input configurations (potentially allowing for the generation of 
significant responses not directly related to contrast); and iii) incorporates multiple spatial fre-
quency (scale) selectivity. 
2. Empirical Evidence and Functionality of Simple Cells 
The retina-cortical pathway is divided in on and off processing streams, or channels, that remain 
segregated until area Vl ([25]). The axonal projections of LGN cells terminate in layer 4 of V1, 
wherchy the precise spatial arrangement of the segregated on- and off-pathways differs between 
species (sec [32] for a discussion). 
1Supportcd in part by the German BMFT, grant 413-5839-01 IN 101 C/1. 
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Simple cells in layer 4 can be characterized by their preference for orientation, local contrast 
polarity, spatial frequency, as well as other attributes. The mechanisms that generate orientation 
selectivity are still not fully understood, but evidence exists for orientation selectivity being 
generated by the spatially aligned inputs of on- and off-channel LGN cells ([5, 4]). Utilizing the 
framework of Fourier and linear system's theory, it is assumed that the visual input is processed 
in separate channels, each of which is selective to a band of spatial frequencies ([31, 30]). An 
important question is to where spatial frequency selectivity first arises. Data suggest that spatial 
frequency channels are a property of the visual cortex alone; physiological and morphological 
studies failed to show selectivity for cells in retina and LGN ([23]). The corresponding scatter of 
receptive field sizes to make cells responsive to spatial frequency has, however, been revealed to 
exist at the level of V1 ([23, 29], see [1] for a discussion of functional implications). 
The receptive fields of simple cells can be divided into subfields and an important issue is how 
the inputs to the different subfields combine. With respect to the combination, both linear and 
non-linear properties have been shown. Moreover, the structure of the input has been revealed 
as converging on-LGN afferents to on-subfields and off-LGN afferents to off-subfields ([5, 6, 25]). 
Let us briefly review the debate concerning linear /non-linear simple cell mechanisms. Simple cells 
have been shown to exhibit a sum-to-threshold linearity in the integration of its inputs ([26]), 
a finding used as evidence against non-linear gating-type combinations of subfields as suggested 
in some computational models (see below). However, non-linear (suppressive) interaction be-
tween subfields for reverse-contrast stimulation has been demonstrated by [13] (see also [2]), a 
fact suggestive of gating-like mechanisms. None of these non-linear interactions occur at the 
level of dendritic spines ([3]), indicating that cellular interactions account for these phenomena. 
A contrast dependent non-linearity lead [28] (see also [17, 14]) to the hypothesis of push-pull 
interactions of onjoff inputs to simple cell subfields. FEnSTER ([6]) provided evidence for a par-
tial overlap of on and off subfields in simple cells (see also [14]) and suggested that competition 
between simple cells of opposite contrast polarity at each spatial location occurs (see also [18]). 
Further information on the combination of on/off information in simple cells has been ob-
tained by blocking studies. J3y blocking the on-channel it has been shown that i) the orientation 
selectivity is maintained ([25, 27]) and ii) a decline in cortical responsiveness occurs that amounts 
to more than 50% decrease in response strength ([15]). The latter finding is highly suggestive of 
non-linear mechanisms. 
Computational models of simple cells have employed, for example, AND-gating non-linearities 
operating on the outputs of center-surround operators as a decision-mechanism determining the 
existence of contrast edges ([19, 24]). Recently, the analysis of the differential structure of image 
curves and contrast outlines lead IvrmsoN AND ZuCKER ([16]) to propose a syntactic scheme 
defining a language of logical/linear operators. Herein, operators composed of tangentially sep-
m·ated subfields were defined to selectively respond to contrast ("edge") and line features while 
enabling the operators to automatically suppress "false" responses. A similar functional scheme 
has been described in [8, 9], in which <i<wiations from co-occurring on- and off-channel activations 
are penalized, yielding a reduction in activity. 
3. Model Circuit for Odd-Symmetric Simple Cells 
The above review can be summarized into the key computational elements of our simple cell 
circuit: i) on- and off-contrast channels feed into simple cell on- and off-subfielcls, respectively; 
ii} spatial frequency selectivity; iii} push-pull interactions; and iv) competition between opposite 
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Figure 1: Sketch of initial center-surround filtering utilizing shunting (membrane) interactions 
(large circles) and subsequent reciprocal inhibitory cross-channel interaction. 
polarity cells. Moreover, the AND-gating like mechanism employed by several models in the 
literature is an emergent property of the network proposed here, and therefore rationalizes how 
it can be obtalned with cellular interactions. 
A model related to the one introduced here has been described in [11]. In this model, on-cells 
and spatially displaced off-cells in a multiscale filter excite target simple cells. Simple cells of 
opposite contrast polarity compete at each position and their rectified output signals converge on 
target complex cells. 
Center-surround Antagonism and On- and Off-channels. The initial processing of 
the input luminance utilizes isotropic center-surround intemctions. Response characteristics of 
on- and off-cells are described by membrane equations of the type used by (12]. The generated 
responses for on- and off-filtering are denoted by vt and Yi, respectively. It has been shown 
in (21, 22] that on- and off-channel activities contain DC components that represent compressed 
and low-pass transformed versions of the luminance distribution. The segregation of local con-
trast information in the on- and off-contrast channels is accomplished by reciprocal cross-channel 
inhibition to generate activations ct = [vt- y-:J+ and c; = [Y;- -- ytJ+ ([x]+ = m<Lx[x,O]), 
respectively. An outline of the scheme is sketched in Fig. 1. For further details and overview see 
[22]. 
Simple Cell Responses. The inputs to simple cells arc generated in the circuit outlined in 
Fig. 1. Following the suggestion in [6], oriented inputs are generated by blurring the activity dis-
tribution in the on- and off-contrast channels by utilizing elongated Gaussian weighting functions 
(represented in Fig. 1 by the "ellipses"). Multiple spatial frequency selectivity is generated by 
using weighting functions of different orientations, each with different spatial extent in length and 
width. This stage is operationalized by computing pf+ = Lj cJ Af; and pf- = Lj cj Af, where 
Af, denotes an oriented elongated Gaussian weighting function of scale 53 . 
Figure 2a sketches the circuit of a simple cell with light-dark polarity. The circuit itself has 
4 stages and contains two streams, or channels, namely on and off. The first stage receives the 
blurred contrast activities in the on- and off-channel, pf+ and pf·, respectively. The second stage 
3 Sincc so far only a 1-D version of the model has been investigated, the explicit labeling of orientations ha.s been 
omitted. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 2: (a) Circuit for an odd-symmetric simple cell sensitive to light-dark contrast polarity. 
(b) Final competition of simple cells of opposite contrast polarity at each spatial location. 
contains an opponent interaction of the on- and off-channels as well as direct excitatory inputs 
from each subficld. The third receives channel-specific inputs from both the first (excitatory) and 
second (inhibitory) stages. Finally, on and off channels are pooled producing the final response 
in stage four. The opponent inhibition associated with the within-channel inhibition provides a 
mechanism for disinhibition. As a consequence, the output of the circuit will be large only when 
the inputs from both channels are strong- since disinhibition of activation in each subfield occurs. 
The self-inhibition/disinhibition mechanisms therefore realize the functionality of a "smooth" 
AND-gate ([16]). 
The model employs both light-dark and dark-light simple cells. These are obtained by col-
lecting contrast information from spatially different branches. For a light-dark cell at position i, 
on-information originates from the "left" and off-information from the "right" (referring to the 
"symmetry axis" centered at i). To simplify the notation below we usc the convention l = i- (Js 
and r = i-l-(Js, where I and r ar~ the "l~ft" and "right" spatial offsets with (JS as a scale-dependent 
constant4 . Simple cell responses are computed in two steps, with intermediate variables q( (stage 
2) and z( (stage 3) for the on-channel (on-subficld) and qi and Zi for the off-channel (off-subfield) 
(sec Fig. 2a). The equations for the on-channel arc 
+-j + (3-+ 
-aq, - p, - p, q, 
-1z( -1- Pf- oq(z( 
(1) 
(2) 
4To simplify the notation the spati;d sc;tlc index, S, will not be used in the following; however, all stages further 
described arc computed for multiple scaks. 
and for the off-channel 
-aq,- + p;: - f3p( q,-
_,.., z:- + p- - 8q:- z:-
' f r , , 
(3) 
(4) 
where a, (3, "/, and 8 are constants. All the above processes are assumed to reach equilibrium 
fast and are thereby computed at equilibrium. The final response for a light-dark simple cell is 
computed as 
Zld- + + -i - zi zi · 
The dark-light response, Zf1, is obtained in a similar manner. 
(5) 
Mutual Inhibition of Simple Cells. Simple cells of opposite polarity and same spatial 
location are postulated to undergo mutual inhibition ([6, 18], see Fig. 2b ). Therefore, final light-
dark responses are computed as 
xzd = [zid _ zdi]+ 
' ' ' 
(6) 
and dark-light responses as 
(7) 
The assumption of subtractive inhibition in equations 6 and 7 is not central to the model's 
functionality; alternatively, a shunting inhibition scheme could have been employed. 
Complex Cell Responses. Complex cell responses are, in vivo, insensitive to direction of 
contrast ([7]) and are obtained in the model, for simplicity, by pooling (i.e., adding) light-dark 
and dark-light simple cell responses. 
4. Computer Simulations 
The behavior of the model has been assessed through a set of computer simulations. In all, 
simple cell responses are shown after mutual inhibition (x;d and xf1). Figure 3 shows the model's 
behavior when presented with a square wave. For the smaller scale, strong polarity specific "edge" 
responses are visible; activity is decreased for the coarser scale. In Fig. 4 the input is again a 
square wave, but now the on channel has been inactivated. As found experimentally, activities 
are greatly reduced (decreasing to less than 50% of the total activity). Figure 5 illustrates the 
behavior when the input is a trapezoidal wave. Note the simple cell responses of the larger scale, 
which respond maximally in the middle of the ramp ("small" local contrast). Finally, Fig. 6 shows 
the responses to a sine wave. At the proper scale, the corresponding cells respond maximally and 
in a quasi-linear fashion. 
5. Summary 
A neural circuit is described that realizes the functionality of odd-symmetric simple cells. The 
internal self-inhibition of activity in each separate channel reduces the level of cell activation 
generated in the case of input from one channel alone. Via disinhibition, cells respond more 
selectively to prominent features, such as contrast edges and ramp transitions of certain maximum 
width. Contrast edges and ramps are represented through correlated activity distributions in the 
on- and off-contrast channel. The circuit has therefore the capacity to produce strong activations 
for significant luminance features (such as "edges") as well as for gradual luminance variations. 
The response to gradual changes in luminance allows for the generation of boundary webs that may 
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Figure 3: Square wave: Input activities and on- (solid) and off-contrast {dotted) channels {left 
column); final responses, x;d, and x11, after mutual inhibition for two different scales (middle and 
right column). 
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Figure 4: Square wave processed with inactivated on-path: The overall activity distribution is 
reduced in amplitude; cells of opposite polarity now become co-activated for revase contrasts. 
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Figure 5: Trapezoidal wave: Initial on- and off-contrast activations are generated at top and 
bottom "knee-points" of each individual ramp. Smallest scale responses are located within subfield 
offset. Maximal responses are generated fo1· a coarser scale with locations of maxima in the center 
of the ramps. 
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Figure 6: Sine wave: Spatial frequency selectivity of the model is demonstrated by increasing 
activation for a coarser scale that matches the spatial frequency of the input. The cells with 
receptive fields of proper size (coarser scale) also show linear response behavior, although the 
processing cascade is non-linear. 
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underly the generation of 3D surface layout ([10]) and brightness perception([20]). Multiple spatial 
frequency characteristics of the circuit have been demonstrated for the ramp-shaped transition 
and for the sine wave input with the cells generating maximal response having receptive fields of 
the proper scale. 
The model so far has been developed to incorporate odd-symmetric cells only. Even-symmetric 
cells can be incorporated by either cascading the odd-symmetry model or, alternatively, by ex-
tending the circuit through a triple-channel version. Both versions will be investigated in the 
future. In addition, a full 2D version of the model is also envisaged. 
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